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1.

Executive Summary

This Whitepaper aims to discuss how regulatory process automation with a digital corporate identity at
its core can help solve problems for KYC, on-boarding, and regulatory reporting in the financial industry.
a-

Problem Statement

Regulatory requirements towards Know Your Client (KYC) processes have built up over time and
continue to be elevated. At the same time KYC processes remain manual across the financial industry,
which present the following problems:
•
•
•
•

highly manual processes are costly
operational risks are high due to human errors
cascading erosion in the integrity of data when errors are made
customer experience is poor

These drawbacks impact both the KYC processors, such as banks or other financial institutions, as well
as their customers, across all segments. The sheer volume of forms that corporates and end-clients
need to fill is cumbersome and associated costs are high. In this respect data handling is probably one
of the weakest links in the overall KYC processes. As a result, stakeholders identified and expressed
their need to reduce manual input and automate the document generation process.
b-

Solution

KYC processes can be automated through digital enablers such as Artificial Intelligence or Machine
Learning.
We therefore envisioned using data extraction and data structuring technology, including document
tagging and metadata indexing, to create a set of digital regulatory information, or “business
identity” - the “data pack” of an entity. The data pack encompasses all the required data points for
various regulatory or KYC processes. It also enables data consolidation; from clients to KYC processor
and ultimately to reports. The data pack is managed dynamically and clients keep full control over their
data.
This data pack, or digital regulatory identity, forms the core of the following solutions:
1-

A document generation application that allows end-clients to automatically fill regulatory
forms, KYC forms, or KYC questionnaires directly from their data pack. Adopting streamlined
and automated processes reduces the risk for human error while freeing up resources. U-Reg
has not only developed such an application but has enhanced its capabilities in this POC.

2-

The ability for banks, financial institutions, or other KYC processors to link data packs with
data models to ingest information required for KYC purposes in a structured way - typically
through API.

The illustration below explains the benefits from such solutions as we move from manual processes to
automated data extraction, data structuring and data entry into various forms.
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To manage the data pack in an automated way, different models were trained to identify, extract, and
structure the data stored in an entity’s digital identity. This solution post-POC is built to perform the
following tasks:
•
•
•

c-

automatic data extraction
labelling of data elements (typically done using supervised learning)
data mapping to FI requirements (typically must be done by an expert)
Extension beyond KYC

It became clear throughout the POC that the ability to build and manage the business digital identity
of an entity has concrete business applications beyond the sole sphere of on-boarding.
Many other processes share similar constraints with respect to data collection from various sources,
data structuring into numerous standards or taxonomies, data entry in various formats, and data
sharing with multiple stakeholders. This includes processes in the following areas:
•

ESG, where regulatory pressure and client expectations on transparency are increasing
significantly across industries. There have been numerous calls to promote the adoption of
sustainable goals as key business criteria, especially in the financial industry. ESG
complements KYC as sustainability aspects are increasingly associated with on-boarding
processes, with both internal and external requirements. Moreover, data management and
data structuring are especially relevant as the ESG reporting environment is highly
fragmented across standards and geographies.
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•

d-

Regulatory reporting, where licensed institutions are required to process and share data in
various forms at regular intervals (monthly, quarterly, annually) or on occasional changes in
the underlying data pack. The ability to generate reports automatically and delivered almost
instantly is especially relevant in this scenario.
Commercial validation

The product’s commercial viability has been validated through showcases and meetings with the POC
sponsors and market participants. Doc-Gen is now live and is at the core of the U-Reg platform.
Furthermore, various applications beyond the on-boarding sphere have confirmed that the solutions
developed as part of this POC solves concrete problems.
We are convinced that this POC helps bring participants in the financial community closer to the
concept of a regulatory digital identity.
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2.

Overview of Project
a-

Background

U-Reg is a Singapore-based RegTech, certified by the Singapore Fintech Association. The U-Reg
platform automates regulatory and reporting workflows, including KYC and on-boarding processes.
These processes are still carried out manually today, which create unwanted operational risks. In
addition, they are unfit for multi-party and multi-jurisdiction requirements.
U-Reg’s platform offers a product suite where the following applications can be bundled or accessed
on a standalone basis:
•

Doc-Vault, a secure digital repository facilitating document collaboration, specifically
designed for regulatory and on-boarding processes. It is currently used by clients in various
industries (i.e., asset managers, corporates, consultants, trust services, and more). Although
the application has significantly evolved since, it was initially developed under the MAS FSTI
POC scheme. U-Reg built both a traditional repository and a Distributed Ledger Proof of
Concept (DLT POC). The knowledge sharing whitepaper can be read at https://www.ureg.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/u-reg-poc-whitepaper-nov-2020.pdf

•

Doc-Gen, a data management and data sharing application that automates data entry into
forms and questionnaires. Doc-Gen has been significantly enhanced as part of the MAS FSTI
POC discussed in this whitepaper.

•

UR-Screen, an automated screening application designed to minimise human intervention. It
integrates AML screening, straight-through screening, and liveness screening on a single
interface. UR-Screen allows for automated upload of information into an entity’s data pack,
thus enabling the sharing of data and documents.

•

U-Green, combines various features of the U-Reg platform to streamline ESG reporting. UGreen integrates ESG data points into an entity’s data pack to allow automatic generation of
reports that are aligned with ESG taxonomies (i.e., SASB, SFDR, TCFD, ESG Convergence
Project, etc.).

•

Workflows, a modular application that integrates all applications on the U-Reg platform and
facilitates internal as well as external collaboration.

b-

Problem statement

As we prepared for this project, we met with market participants to clearly identify hurdles and pain
points. The following comments probably illustrate best the need for digitalization in KYC processes:
“Our biggest operational risk is data input. Input or spelling mistakes are a significant risk.”
Regional Head of Client Management at a large European bank in Singapore

“We receive and review legal entity formation documents over tens of thousands of times each
year across all clients. The manual processing is expensive and prone to errors.”
Head of Digital Partnerships at a large US bank
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•

KYC processors’ needs (i.e., banks and other financial institutions)

Once the on-boarding request has been initiated, the KYC process would typically comprise the
following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

•

Determine customer and product type
Document checklists requirements
Document collection
Document analysis
Adverse news screening
Data and document upload
Risk Scoring Model output
Validation and sign off
Upload in recipient KYC management

Clients’ needs

In on-boarding processes, clients are the data owners and providers of documents. A client’s response
to an onboarding request is a two-fold process, as illustrated below:
1.
2.

Send the list of requested documents, by email or by uploading documents in a Financial
Institution’s portal
Fill and send back forms and questionnaires.

Here too, tasks are still manual keeping in mind that the volume of forms to be completed and returned
can be considerable in many cases, including but not limited to:
-

KYC questionnaire
Sanctions questionnaire
Ultimate beneficial ownership form
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CRS and Fatca self-certification forms
EMIR and Mifid forms if relevant
Account opening forms
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•

Current processes are costly and carry higher risks

Current processes are costly for all market participants. No matter how well-trained employees are,
such manual tasks require a large amount of time. This translates, among others, into escalating costs
as scaling operations become more expensive.
The data output can be compromised as human errors occur despite the widespread four eye policy,
where critical tasks need to be verified by a second person. Errors can have drastic consequences in
the financial industry. It is not possible to guarantee an error-free process; however, automation and
digitalization significantly reduce this risk.
Customer experience is poor as manual form filling is time consuming and repetitive. Each institution
has its own KYC, AML, and sanctions forms; each form filling process is repeated for each relationship.
Data management and automated document generation eliminate this mundane process for all clients.
Time lag to complete onboarding is significant because the process is manual, especially with
increased volume as a business grows. Delays in on-boarding are perceived negatively by clients. It is
thus an area of concerns for banks as there is a strong correlation between the onboarding efficiency
and clients’ attrition rate.
•

Manual KYC processes are static

KYC is an ongoing process that doesn’t stop even after a client has been on-boarded. A number of
parameters may change, as does the clients’ risk ratings when circumstances evolve. The adoption of
an automated digital entity system allows for on-going monitoring throughout the lifecycle of a client
relationship. Changes are highlighted and identified quickly, in contrast to a process that relies on
periodic reviews.
As a result of (i) changes in the risk profile of a FI’s client and/or (ii) regulatory changes with regards to
KYC requirements, models need to be managed dynamically. One key aspect of future proofing is to
enlarge data collection and data source samples (including elements that may not be required on Day
1), as well as being able to re-process historical data as needed. This can be achieved by making sure
that the system architecture is event-driven and that it allows re-training from past data.
c-

Technology is available

Technology today allows for automation and digitalisation of onboarding processes, without
compromising any regulatory requirements.
Through a combination of proprietary solutions augmented by commercially available components, we
estimated that the majority of the tasks listed above in onboarding processes can be digitalised.
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d•

Demand from market participants
End-Clients want automated document generation capabilities

In preparation for this POC, we met with market participants. The feedback was consistent across all
client segments: KYC processes are backwardly manual and too costly. End-clients have very strong
interests in the following:
-

Management of own data pack
Automated entry augmented by digital enablers such as Artificial Intelligence

•

Banks and other KYC processors want automated entry of reliable data

Nowadays, bank systems are API-ready, however banks don’t have the ability to upload an entity’s full
data pack. A number of providers offer data transfer services; the concept is not new. However, these
companies usually sell an access to a set of public data that is mostly obtained through registrars. The
data, though reliable, is incomplete.
•

KYC processors want better client experience

There is a strong focus on improving client experience on digital platforms across most Financial
Institutions as the strength of a client relationship is directly correlated to the quality of customer
experience. A manual KYC process ranks poorly by these standards, and most institutions want to
address this point.
•

Support from the industry

Our sponsors, for the purpose of the POC application, come from different clients segments: (i) a hedge
fund; (ii) a mature and developed fintech; and (iii) a trust services provider. Diversity in partners was
important to us as we aim to develop a solution that solves a problem across various clients segments.
We have also consulted with banks or other financial institutions. Allocation of resources during the
Covid-19 pandemic made it challenging for some to actively participate in the POC; however it was
clear that it would not preclude them from providing feedback or from participating in certain stages.
e•

Expected benefits
Focusing on all market participants, not just banks

The majority of KYC solutions available today focus mostly, if not exclusively, on banks as they are seen
as having the biggest regulatory stress and thus budgets. Existing product suites are often geared
towards banks and not towards their clients, the owners of the data. This POC aims to cover all market
participants
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•

Complementing existing solutions

To be clear, we do not aim to replace solutions which, or providers who, provide system integrations,
policy framework, or transaction monitoring. Quite the contrary, the POC efficiently complements the
current offerings.
•

Truly digital

The POC model was based on the implementation of various digital enablers to build and help entities
manage their data pack, generate regulatory documents or share this data with KYC processors. Such
a solution is a necessary step towards a digital process.
•

Bringing new features to the market

Automated generation of complex regulatory or KYC forms is not a service that is widely available to
clients today. Neither is the indexing of documents to enable an efficient use of metadata nor the
ability to tag data to a document. Most institutions don’t have the tools to automatically match data
and documents, as explained by a senior executive of a large bank: “There is today no linkage back to
the document from data that is sourced from a provided document.”
Likewise, the ability to generate alerts in real time, or inform a KYC processor of changes in
circumstances on a data pack is another value added feature not offered by most providers for the
reason that they manage static data sets.
•

A true digital regulatory identity hasn’t been created, yet

As discussed, the technology needed to implement the proposed solution is readily available, yet there
are several reasons why this has not been developed so far:
-

Banks are generally trying to solve their problems, not their clients’. As a result, banks will not
develop applications that clients can use with other institutions.

-

At the same time, it is clearly difficult for initiatives across the industry to deliver concrete
results. The example of the 2017 KYC utility project in Singapore shows that banks somewhat
struggle to work together - even if led by a willing and open-minded regulator.

-

Some established providers tried to build similar solutions to the data pack with limited
success because the data was not dynamically updated as the solution was not fully
automated from front to back. Some actually outsourced teams to process data manually. In
both instances the data set was not directly managed by clients, and therefore not necessarily
up to date.

We would like here to mention that MyInfo in Singapore is a solution that is efficient and that serves
the purpose of a digital identity. However, MyInfo does not cover all data, especially an entity’s private
documents. More importantly, MyInfo is specific to Singapore entities sharing information with other
Singapore entities, which only represents a small fraction of the global KYC environment.
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•

A global solution

This solution is global, to be used across jurisdictions, and not country specific. It is modular with the
ability to build on it, and data can be shared across locations or jurisdictions.
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3.

POC implementation
a-

POC deliverables and objectives

The POC aims to give an end-client the ability to dynamically manage an entity’s data pack, comprised
of both public and private data. With that in mind the mains goals of the POC were:
-

to train one or several Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms to extract the
required data fields from both public and private sources
to verify and amend the data pack, as well as detect and suggest additional data fields
to automatically populate document templates with data, with minimal data mapping
to generate and pair a generated document with a data pack that contains the same
information
clients retain the ownership and complete control of their data pack, with full audit trail.
clients manage access rights to their data; the data pack is only available to participants who
have been authorized to access it.

This digital regulatory identity, that we call data pack, is at the foundation of our core solution. It is built
to serve both ends of the financial community through:
-

document generation and automated form filling, which meets end-clients’ needs
reliable data entry, in electronic form, which meets the banks’ needs, or those of other KYC
processors.

Finally, a core objective for the POC’s outcome is to provide concrete commercial applications to the
financial community through the integration of generated documents and data packages into existing
workflows.
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b•

Development and features
Data Extraction

We have conducted various tests with open-source solutions, commercial applications, as well as
proprietary developments.
Initial results pointed towards the need to use different methodologies to cater for differences in the
quality of the output due to different types of documents and formats. Some solutions are, for example,
very efficient when data is structured, less so for images. This meant conducting research beforehand
to identify data sources.
As a result, we have developed the following features for the data extraction module:
(i)

Mapping tool: a tool to map the extracted data into the data model embedded in DocGen.

(ii)

Structured pdf files: a proprietary application to extract and map data contained in pdf
files.

(iii)

Structured Excel or Word files: an application technology to extract data from word or
excel documents. Data in these formats is structured, and in most cases, simpler to extract
than in a pdf file.
Specific attention was put so that the process is user-friendly, with a dedicated UI to
facilitate the extraction and to highlight incompatible formats in data.

(iv)

XML extraction: Capabilities based on XML technology to extract and manage data in
documents where relevant XML data structure can be extracted. This includes, for
instance, tax documents or certifications that use XML technology.

(v)

Passports: a proprietary application to extract data from passports, based on MRZ and on
image recognition technology. This is an area where market participants (surprisingly)
expressed a strong need as it seems that existing solutions are imperfect.
Automated passport data extraction is an additional capability in the POC’s data extraction
module. The data extracted from passports can be exported into the clients’ internal data
management systems or used to populate and verify information of the entity’s data pack
on Doc-Gen. The application extracts the following fields with a high level of confidence:
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-

(vi)

Last Name
First Name
Middle Name(s)
Date of Birth

-

Nationality
Passport Number
Date of Expiry.

Utility Bills: Following the suggestions from a POC sponsor as well as feedback from the
market, we have also added data extraction capabilities from utility bills. The work done
on passports set the foundation for data extraction on other documents - including utility
bills. The software successfully extracts the following information automatically from
utility bills:
-

Name
Address
Country of Residence
Date of the bill’s issuance
Name of the utility company

Being able to extract information from multiple official documents (here passports and
utility bills) enables our system to cross-validate the extracted information with the data
pack’s pre-existing information. If a change in address is detected, the information can be
updated and shared with business counterparts without manual input.
Our AI models now support utility bills from Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, USA, and the
United Kingdom.
The level of confidence achieved by the software is high. Cross validation between MRZ
and image recognition technologies enabled training and improvement of the various
models.
The only lagging result was the extraction of the bill’s issuance date due to the variety of
dates present on a document (period of billing, issuance date, payment due date, etc.).
Despite testing several models, we decided not to proceed with this specific variable as
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the resources required for the accuracy of the extraction is not commensurate with the
usefulness of such a piece of data within the context of the POC.
(vii)

Bank Statements: Similar to utility bills, we followed feedback from the market and added
data extraction capabilities from bank statements. The work accomplished beforehand on
passports and utility bills set the foundations for bank statements as well.
The software successfully extracts the following information from bank statements:
-

Name
Address
Country of Residence
Date of the Statement
Name of the bank

Results were mixed with regards to dates as there are too many dates on these
documents, especially a date for every transaction. Despite testing several models, we
decided not to proceed with this specific variable for the same reason as above.
(viii)

Corporates: Finally, the above-mentioned work allowed us to expand the models’ training
to corporate documents, such as (i) incorporation documents and (ii) funds’ prospectuses.
We have mostly worked on incorporation documents from: Singapore (Bizfile), Australia
(ASIC file), New Zealand (business registration documents), Hong Kong (business
registration documents), and selected US states.
Fields extracted for companies include the following:
-

•

Legal name of entity
Legal address
Registration number
Incorporation Date
List of Directors
List of Shareholders
Holdings of each shareholder
Issued Capital

Algorithm to detect and suggest additional data fields

On the one hand, we have developed data mapping tools that highlight fields with no corresponding
value in the entity’s data pack when generating a document that requires such input.
On the other hand, we have also built a feature that can identify missing fields in the data pack (i.e.,
fields that are present in a document that have no linkage to the data pack of an entity).
We finally started evaluating various options with regards to suggestions of additional data fields.
However, this project was put on hold due to resources constraints.
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•

Data entry with minimal data mapping

The first data entry model we built was a “flat” model that quickly showed limitations. It needed
improvements and enhancements towards a true relational model.
For instance, a Director can be the Director of several linked or unlinked entities. As such should this
natural person be managed as a “subset” of each entity, as a “service provider”, or should this legal
physical person be considered as an entity on its own with relationships to various other entities?
We were somewhat limited here by the fact that we didn’t have a data scientist at this stage.
Nonetheless, we manage to build a relational model to reflect business languages and inherent
relationships more accurately.
Automated data entry was enhanced by introducing conditionality, namely the conditional mapping of
one field to several identifiers. Tangible applications of this enhanced model comprise the dynamic
mapping of fields that can be auto-generated as a function of the relationships between data points.
We have also built a database matching relevant data with required data points or questions included
in forms and questionnaires. This feature allows the construction of field titles from binding references
and node names. It is designed to facilitate and automate data mapping by building the system
foundations to train NLP algorithms
•

Applications’ interconnectivity

We have developed a feature that allows documents generated on Doc-Gen to be directly uploaded in
Doc-Vault, U-Reg’s collaborative digital document repository. This facilitates the storing and sharing of
the generated documents, increasing in turn efficiencies and accelerating synergies across the
platform.
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•

Document generation and ability to pair the data pack of an entity with a document

As part of this POC we have significantly enhanced Doc-Gen, a form filling software that automates
data entry into forms or various documents. Data is structured and data entry into documents is
automated.
Select Entity / Individuals

Generate Document

Share Document

There were several sub-projects and investigative work to be undertaken to further improve and adapt
document generation / data pairing, both on the front end and on the back end.
-

Functional replication and suggested dissemination of similar information across entities e.g., custodian is the same for several funds, with system to prompt as to whether data entry
should be automatically applied to all funds.
Feature that allows for role-based data entry for individuals.
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Of note – data entry is as much as possible automated. However, the application will always ask for
validation of values by a user (“checker”). We strongly believe that, as the owner of the data, the
user with validation rights should validate inputs and/or confirm changes. At the same time, we have
developed several tools to also facilitate validation of data entry by user.
•

Other developments

An audit trail exists to capture all interactions, updates, validations, last changes, and validator etc.
Recording these changes on blockchain would ensure that information around the changes and
modifications is immutable. We have discussed this idea with market participants, and it has received
positive feedback. We have however decided not to pursue this route during the POC due to resource
constraints. This is a prospective development on our roadmap.
We quickly realized during the POC developments that users of the U-Reg platform, when using the
various applications that we have built around the digital identity of an entity, would at times need
workflow management modules to link the various steps of the process - from data extraction,
screening, structuring, validation of changes, form filling etc … We therefore needed to add to the
various tools built during this POC a workflow application that is both an onboarding and a monitoring
application. Given the complexity of onboarding processes and variations depending on industries, risk
assessments or firm specific requirements we have decided against integrating third party solutions as
none really matched our needs – especially because in most cases, “no code” solutions still required
back-end developments. We instead directly developed a fully customizable workflow module.

c•

Data Privacy
Data Privacy requirements

We would like to first and foremost emphasize here that data and documents are, and will remain,
the property of the end clients – clients own and manage their data, they only grant access for
processing.
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Beyond ownership, it is of paramount importance that the solution meets data privacy requirements
with regards to PDPA or GDPR for instance. U-Reg has developed a secure data repository that meets
these requirements and maintains a privacy policy through an external Data Protection Officer (DPO).
It is also worth highlighting that some clients have a higher sensitivity towards the information of their
own clients. We address these concerns through:
-

Private instance set-up on the cloud
On premise installation
Access to clients’ data only if this data remains on their servers

•

Security

U-Reg’s platform is hosted on AWS, which means that we consistently have access to the best-in-class
security systems. A web application firewall and intrusion detection system are in place.
Implementation of best practices helps meet security requirements: encryption at rest and in transit,
routing tables, access control, subnets, security groups, access via email address and 2FA code, login
abuse protection etc..
•

Access to data

Data privacy is a topic that triggers many questions. We provide a value-added solution for clients to
enable them to (i) grant access to documents and data to relevant parties and (ii) access and manage
their own data-pack pro-actively, without compromising on data privacy.
•

Looking forward

Looking forward, blockchain applications such as a private distributed ledger might be the best answer
to share data while guaranteeing the origin, integrity and security of these data. On that point we would
like to highlight that U-Reg had developed a Proof of Concept DLT (Distributed Ledger) for the exchange
of regulatory documents. Parts of this solution can be re-used for the purpose of managing the data
pack. We would link this point to the audit trail (refer above) put on blockchain technology, with both
projects earmarked for future developments.
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4.

Technology

U-Reg is a Software-as-a-Service platform, a suite of multiple product built on a state of the art cloud
native technology stack backbone. See below the reference architecture diagram of technology
landscape of the platform.

The platform is designed to be a direct collaborative application. It provides the end users with
convenience and an integrated experience while working with U-Reg’s solutions that can be integrated
with the enterprise’s own applications as well with third party data sources or applications.
U-Reg platform digitizes manual processes involving documents. The technology components,
modules, APIs, structured data models and machine learning models focus primarily on structuring
data derived from document content as well as meta-data generated from business processing events
involving various types of documents.
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a-

System Design and Architecture

As part of the POC project, multiple U-Reg products were enhanced to provide automated digitization
of the identity of legal persons and legal entities. The target state of U-Reg data platform module is
designed as follows:

U-REG DATA PLATFORM MODULES

1

DATA PROVIDERS

U-REG APPLICATIONS

ASSET MANAGERS

BANKS

REGISTARS

INFO CONSUMERS

2
UAM AND API ACCESS LAYER

SERVICE LAYER

DATA INGESTION
ENGINE

DATA
EXTRACTION
ENGINE

DATA
INTERPRETATION
ENGINE

KYC COGNITION
KERNEL

CONTENT
DELIVERY ENGINE

SELF LEARNING (AUTO-ML) ANALYSIS LAYER

3

PERSISTENT
STORAGE LAYER

RDBMS

NOSQL

DLT

The service layer forms the core data platform:
•

Data Ingestion Engine: an engine that can process different type of documents from different
sources.

•

Data Extraction Engine: a collection of algorithms to extract textual information from various
types of documents.

•

Data Interpretation Engine: a collection of algorithms to structure extracted text in to
appropriate semantic structures.

•

KYC Cognition Kernel: an algorithm to apply the KYC context to semantic structures in order
to extract contextual derived information.

•

Content Delivery Engine: delivers extracted KYC related information to various consumers of
information.
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The reference architecture of components deployed on U-REG private cloud is as follows:

U-REG DATA PLATFORM
PUBLIC NETWORK

UREG PRIVATE CLOUD

FOUNDATIONAL
AI MODELS

USER

FI ENTERPRISE

STRUCTURED DATA

USER
NLP
MODELS

DEEP
LEARNING MODELS

OBJECT
DETECCTION
MODELS

OCR
MODELS

BASE MODEL EXTENSIONS

PUBLIC SOURCES

SPECIFIC
MODELS

DOCUMENT STORES

PASSPORT

BANK
STATEMENTS

UTILITY BILLS

MAS
FORMS

COMPANY
INCORPORATION TRANSFORMATION &
CONNECTIVITY

REGISTRIES

BUSINESS
PROCESSES
EDGE
SERVICES

FINANCIAL DATA
PROVIDERS
ENTERPRISE
DOC STORES
APPLICATION
LOGIC & API

APPLICATION
LOGIC & API

APPLICATION
LOGIC & API

Doc-Gen

Doc-Vault

UR-Screen

EXTERNAL
DATA
SOURCES

LOCAL DOCUMENTS

INGESTION
APPLICATION
LEGEND
Users
Application component
Infrastructure services
Management
Data store
Analytics
Security

b-

GOVERNANCE

SECURITY

Milestones

High level milestones include the following:
-

Identify high-level-use cases
Design user journeys
Design and build application-specific user interface and API
Design and build ingestion engine
Design and build extraction engine
Design and build interpretation engine
Design and build KYC Cognition Kernel
Design and build KYC information persistence and delivery
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c-

Learnings

As expected, in our journey to explore this promising but relatively novice technology, we had
numerous learnings.
Problem definition: Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning is an area that holds a lot of promise.
However, the understanding of the subject is still evolving; hence defining the actual problem in
business use cases was a challenge. This was primarily because of the difference in the level of
understanding between business stakeholders and technologists in how this technology can be
applied to what kind of problem.
Lack of sufficient training data: For machine learning algorithms to be effective, there needs to be
sufficient data to train models from. We found that for various reasons, the quantity of relevant
documents available for training was at times limited and it affected the effectiveness of some
algorithms in specific use cases.
Poor quality of data: In some cases, the documents that were available contain poor data quality. It
included low resolution images, disoriented documents, cropped documents, documents with hand
written notes, documents with masked information etc. The poor quality of data meant models could
not be trained appropriately and this affected our ability to fit models on unseen data.
Human involvement: Neither supervised nor unsupervised machine learning model building process
can be devoid of human involvement, specially by end-users of the models in making business
decisions. The extent of human intervention required in a supervised process is higher compared to
an unsupervised deep learning process. However human intervention is critical to building effective
models of both types.
Accuracy – Expectation vs Evolution: Because of the great potential this technology brings into the
area of informed decision making, business stakeholders involved expect ML models to be highly
accurate from the get-go. However we observed in practice that the accuracy of the models generally
evolves over a period of time. This evolution can be attributed to various factors, including the
quantity of training data, quality of training data, test data set, algorithm tuning etc.
Maintenance of ML models: ML models are essentially “prediction machines” based on data fed in.
For models to be continually future ready, models need continuous training with the latest data.
Business must account for the efforts and costs of doing so in any AI / ML initiative.
Availability of talent: AI / ML practice is still in its nascency. While there are many with aspirations
and beginner knowledge in the field, talents with wide understanding and deep skills are still hard to
find. A lack of expertise can drag projects beyond timelines, without achieving all the objectives and
combined with a deterioration in the quality of deliverables, resulting eventually in lower ROI.
For instance we have had to hire two different data scientists over the course of the POC. The first one
was offered a position she could not refuse in a large tech company shortly after starting this project.
The person we hired to replace her was also head hunted 2 months before the end of the POC by
another large corporation. This impacted our ability to complete specific developments, which have
been pushed back on our roadmap.
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d-

Next Steps post POC

Next steps will be to continue exploring AI/ML in areas of digitising identity in KYC / ESG processes
with focus on:
-

Explore SOTA (state-of-the-art) deep learning models and techniques to work with smaller
training and testing data set
AUTO ML or self learning models for continuous improvement of models
Explore multinational and multiform identity documents
Effective triangulation of information for public and private sources
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5.

Commercial Developments
a- Commercial traction

We have engaged with various market participants throughout the POC to ensure direct feedback and
concrete commercial applications of the solution.
We are currently working on specific projects directly or indirectly linked to the POC with customers or
prospects from various client segments, in Singapore or abroad:
-

asset managers
private banks
consultancy firms
family offices
private equity firms
trust services
industry associations

As per other projects there are a number of requests for customization, which need to be managed
efficiently. We can already foresee that this will be a challenging topic in some cases.
b- Extension of Business Cases
•

ESG reporting

An ever-growing regulatory pressure forces all industries to report qualitative and quantitative ESG
data with respect to their operations. Financial institutions especially need to consider the ESG
performance of their operations as well as their underlying investees, spanning across multiple
jurisdictions.
We combined our core competencies on data collection, data structuring, and data sharing to create
U-Green – an ESG data management and reporting platform. This innovative feature is a sustainability
digital identity with automated reporting. The sustainability digital identity is part of the entity’s data
pack, bringing all regulatory reporting workflows together on the U-Reg’s platform.
We added the SASB taxonomy and automated generation of SFDR’s Principle Adverse Sustainability
Impact (PAI) Statements. This report is the crux of Europe’s SFDR Level 2 obligations, which represent
the most granular and complete level of ESG disclosure. PAI Statements, in particular, will become a
mandatory disclosure starting from 2023. It is a key challenge for many European financial institutions
as it involves many stakeholders and complex data management.
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We then extended our reporting capabilities by integrating leading taxonomies (SFDR, SASB, TCFD,
EPRA, SGX, HKEX, etc.) into our entity’s digital regulatory identity. Our solution allows clients to
generate reports that align with the different taxonomies, from a single data set.
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We would like to thank the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) for their support. Their
commitment and their involvement towards the Singapore-based FinTech ecosystem allowed us to
push the boundaries of our innovative capabilities. We extend special thanks to Lizhi Chen, who has
always been available when we would have requests, questions or need information. His guidance
and advices have again proved invaluable.
We would like to also extend our appreciation to Rhone Trustees (Singapore) Ltd., Convex Strategies
Pte. Ltd. and to M-DAQ CashPort Pte. Ltd, who accepted to sponsor our application to the FSTI POC.
They dedicated time and resources to share advices and suggestions on the needs and expectations
of the industry. They made themselves available as we went through different stages of
development. Here too we wouldn’t have made it without the active support and involvement of
Antonio Ribeiro, Partner at Rhone Trustees, David Dredge, CEO at Convex Strategies, and Ben Chia,
General Counsel and Head of Legal and Compliance at M-DAQ Cashport.
Finally, we take this opportunity to thank the numerous people as well as clients and prospects,
across various segments, who provided us with insight on their processes, on their problems and
on potential solutions. They too have given us invaluable advices that have proven essential in
ensuring that, through the POC, we develop a product with a real business fit and concrete
commercial applications.
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